Introduction
In future, autonomous mobile systems will presumably become more and more important in every-day life. Typical tasks of these systems include simple fetch-and-carry services as well as the guidance of persons through complex environments with moving obstacles [KI94] . Therefore, these systems need -among others -the capability to explore their environment. In this contribution, visual exploration is based on information from color images which are acquired using an off-the-shelve camera system. The pan-tilt camera can be moved on a linear sledge automatically under computer control. In this context, the goal of the scene exploration is to find a set of a-priori known objects within a static scene; the objects are depicted in Figure 1 . Since some of them may not be visible with the initial camera set-up, the camera parameters have to
The set of objects that have to be found contains an adhesive tape dispenser, a gluestick, a stapler, a text marker, a hole punch, and a flower pot. These objects are depicted in the upper row. The lower row shows two different parts of a typical scene that has to be analyzed. be adjusted. For example, in Figure 1 the image of the scene that is shown on the left contains the hole punch while this object is not visible in the second image on the right that visualizes another part of the same scene. The scene exploration covers the choice of optimal camera parameters as well as the analysis of the image data. To analyze the image data, a-priori knowledge about the application domain is essential. This knowledge is represented using a semantic network which combines the information on the structure of the scenes with the information about so-called camera actions. These actions select the optimal values for camera parameters such as position, zoom, viewing angle, etc., and perform camera movements accordingly. Our semantic network formalism allows the representation of both, the declarative knowledge of the scene structure as well as the procedural knowledge of image analysis algorithms and the camera movements, in an uniform way.
During scene exploration the information, which is stored in the semantic network, is exploited by a control algorithm. On the one hand, this algorithm has to search for the optimal match between the information from the sematic network and the image data. We apply the well-known A * graph search to solve this problem [Nil82] . However, there are also other optimization techniques suitable to find an optimal match as outlined in Section 3. On the other hand, the control algorithm has to decide which operation will be performed during the next analysis step. While the semantic network is designed manually by the user of a system, the sequence of analysis steps is learned by a reinforcement learning approach. The integration of the learning method into the control algorithm shows one possibility to combine semantic networks with learning methods. There are also approaches that acquire the semantic network automatically using for example a labeled sample set of objects [Win94] . However, this acquisition needs a bigger effort than the handcrafted construction of a semantic network and it also introduces new sources of errors. Therefore, we restrict ourselves to the learning of the sequence 3 of analysis steps. Since all other parts of the control algorithm are problem-independent, the adaptation of analysis strategies results in a control algorithm that can be easily transfered to a new application domain.
Recently, only a few comparable systems have been published. Systems that are close to ours from the knowledge representation point of view are described in [BFKS99, DCB + 89, BH96]. These systems use semantic networks for the interpretation of assemblies which are constructed using wooden construction-kits, for the interpretation of street scenes or for planning views to achieve a more reliable object recognition. Apart from semantic networks a lot of other representation formalisms are available such as Bayesian networks. An overview on knowledgebased image understanding systems can be found in [CL97] . Bayesian networks have reached more attention during the last years since the representation of uncertain information has gained more interest. In [KKW98] a system for recognition of free-form objects is outlined which represents the information using Bayesian networks. These networks are also used to guide the control algorithm. In [Rim93] , for example, a system decides which operation is performed during the next analysis step based on information from a multiple compound Bayesian network. Similar approaches can be found in [MHZR99, Rob97] . In [BDB99] the control strategy is learned using reinforcement learning. The goal was to select the best sequence of operations among a set of available preprocessing und segmentation methods. The task of the system is the detection of roof tops in arial images. The same system was applied to learn analysis strategies using our experimental set-up [DAP01] .
Our contribution focuses on two points. First, the learning of analysis strategies is considered. Second, the integration of camera actions in a previously passive semantic network is described. After a short introduction into the semantic network formalism and the control algorithm in Section 2 and Section 3 the integration of reinforcement learning methods into the control algorithm is outlined in Section 4. Theory is applied to the exploration of office scenes in Section 5. This section also includes a detailed description of the integration of camera actions into the semantic network. Afterwards, the evaluation of the system by means of experiments is described in Section 6. The sequence of computations preformed in the experiments is related to the structure of the paper in Figure 2 . The paper concludes with a summary and an outlook.
Knowledge Representation with Semantic Networks
Semantic networks have a long history in pattern recognition which dates back to the late sixties when Quillian introduced these networks to model the semantics of English words [Qui68] . The networks correspond to directed, labeled graphs, where the nodes of the graphs contain information about objects, events, or facts. The formalisms usually distinguish two different types of nodes, concepts and instances. While concepts contain an intentional description of items, instances refer to their extensional representation in the data. The nodes are connected to each other by different links. Most formalisms include, for example, the part and the specialization link where the latter is used to model inheritance from a general concept to a more special one. Later publications [Woo75, Bra77] stressed the importance of a restricted set of different link and node types since this allows for the use of an problem-independent control algorithm. Systems like KRYPTON [BGL85] , NIKL [KBR86] SB-ONE [Pro90] or PSN [LM79] and ERNEST [Sag85, SN97] took these suggestions into account. Additionally, Minsky [Min75] proposed to structure the contents of the nodes in subconceptual units like attributes or relations.
The first vision systems that are based on semantic networks were published in [Min75,  In this paper, we use the semantic network formalism ERNEST [NSSK90] which contains some extensions that are especially valuable for applications from the field of pattern recognition. In Figure 3 a network N is shown which uses the formalism for the representation of information about houses. The ovals in Figure 3 correspond to concepts C i ∈ N , i = 1, . . . , n, e.g. the concept "window" represents information about windows. All concepts have the same structure that is determined by the following definition:
set of context-independent part links P * cd , set of context-dependent part links K * , set of concrete links V * , set of specialization links H, set of modalities R sn * , set of relations A sn * , set of attributes G, judgment pr priorities ) .
(
A network is a set of concepts that are related to each other by links, i.e. N = {C i }, i = 1, . . . , n.
Concepts provide the framework and the structure for the description of objects, events, actions, Figure 3 , for example, is decomposed into the concepts "roof", "front door", "wall", "window", and "chimney". ERNEST distinguishes two different part links, a context-dependent and a context-independent one. While all parts of the concept "house" are context-independent, the link between the concepts "pitched roof" and "skylight" is a context-dependent part link. For these links it is necessary to establish a context for the instantiation of the concept that represents the constituent. Therefore, a (partial) instance of the concept "pitched roof" has to be built before an instance for the concept "skylight" can be calculated. Along the spezialization link, information is inherited from the more general concept, e.g. the concept "one family house" inherits the part links from the concept "house". The concrete link was added to the formalism to cope with the special structure of pattern recognition problems. This link combines concepts originating from different levels of abstraction or from different conceptual systems. Therefore, it allows for the representation of hierarchies. In Figure 3 a concrete link connects the concepts "gable" and "triangle", where the first concept lives in the world of objects and the second in the world of images.
Additionally, all concepts are structured by sets of sub-conceptual entities like the set of attributes A sn * or the set of relations R sn * . The concept "skylight", for example, contains the attribute "center of gravity" and the relation "close to roof". The semantic network does not only represent declarative knowledge. Functions are added that calculate values for attributes and judgments for attributes and relations. Therefore, the structure of attributes A in ERNEST 6 is defined as
The judgment G provides a measurement of uncertainty which describes how well the a-priori knowledge of restrictions J w fits to the information found in the data. Concepts also contain a judgment function G which calculates an assessment for an associated instance. This assessment is usually based on the judgments of attributes, relations, and links. There are two other structures in (1) that are special to ERNEST. First, different occurences of one object are modelled by modalities H i , i = 1, . . . , l. These different occurences exist, for example, in computer vision where different views for one object are provided and for each view different parts of the object are visible. It would be possible to represent this information using the specialization link. However, this would lead to fairly complex representations. Second, socalled priorities pr are introduced. These vectors describe how urgently a concept should be instantiated during analysis.
Additionally, during analysis so-called modified concepts are generated. These nodes are distinguished from concepts and instances in ERNEST. They represent intermediate results and are calculated either based on the data-driven or model-driven propagation of restrictions. Further information concerning ERNEST can be found in [SN97, p. 295 -311], [Sag85, Nie90] .
The represented knowledge is exploited by a control algorithm as we have already mentioned in Section 1. This algorithm is outlined in the following section.
A Problem-Independent Control Algorithm
The task of the control algorithm is twofold. Its first subtask comprises the search for an optimal interpretation of the data. The solution to this subtask is described in the following section. The second subtask is the search for the optimal sequence of the concepts' calculation which is essential for an efficient use of the knowledge. We treat this task in Section 3.2.
Search for the optimal interpretation
During analysis the optimal interpretation with respect to the judgment function for the observed data is determined. For image analysis, observed data are images and the goal is a description of the data. Rather than using the pixels of the image directly, images are usually transformed to more abstract descriptions first. After filtering which transforms images into images, datadriven processing of images detects simple geometric features such as lines, points or areas in the images. This stage of computation is called image segmentation. The semantic network modelling of our application thus consists of concepts for the office objects such as the concept "adhesive tape", more general concepts such as "office scene" and concrete concepts such as "color region"; the latter is computed by image segmentation. In Section 5 we will discuss the structure of the network in detail.
The optimal interpretation is described by the content of instances for a special concept, which is called goal concept I(C g ). In ERNEST every semantic network contains at least one goal concept. These concepts represent sufficient knowledge about the application domain such that their instances hold all necessary information about the observed data. Goal concepts depend, of course, on the application domain and the intention of the system designer. Like every concept in the semantic network goal concepts use a judgment function to assess their associated instances. Since there are ambiguities in the data due to segmentation errors as well as in the semantic network due to modalities, usually more than one instance for a goal concept is calculated during analysis. Each of these instances corresponds to an interpretation of the data, where the judgment of the instance describes the match between a-priori knowledge and data. Therefore, the search for an optimal interpretation of the data can be reduced to the search for the optimally judged goal instance. This is described formally by
where B denotes the results of image segmentation. Different instances that are calculated for one goal concept are so-called competing instances. These instances represent different interpretations and are stored during analysis in different so-called search tree nodes v q , q ∈ IN. Each of these nodes represents a state of analysis and contains the semantic network as well as all computed modified concepts and instances, i.e.
where j q and k q denote the number of instances and modified concepts that are generated for a concept within v q . Each competing instance is stored in a different search tree node. All nodes are members of a search tree, where the root of this tree corresponds to the search tree node that contains the uninterpreted data. During analysis the tree is expanded until a node is reached which contains a goal instance or until analysis stops because the interpretation of the data failed. All search tree nodes also contain a judgment, which is defined as
has not been instantiated yet and v q contains the instances
where G(I vq (C i )) denotes the estimation of a judgment for the concept C i ∈ N . The estimation of judgments is necessary since instances are calculated during analysis and a search tree node may not contain instances for each concept in the semantic network at the considered point of time. Using (5) the problem of searching for an optimal goal instance can be reduced to find the optimal search tree node in the search tree. This is also equivalent to the search for an optimal interpretation as we explained in (3).
All paths in the search tree can be distinguished by their judgments. Here, the judgment of a path coincides with the judgment of the search tree node which is the leaf of the path. In order to find the optimal interpretation for the data, the optimal path has to be searched in the search tree. This task can be solved by a heuristic graph search algorithm like the A * -algorithm [Nil82] . The use of a search algorithm is essential since the efficiency of the analysis would enormously decrease if all possible paths in the search tree are expanded and explored. If the A * -algorithm is used, restrictions concerning the judgment functions have to be considered to guarantee the admissibility of the search. First, we need a monotonous function, and second, the estimations of all judgments in (5) have to be optimistic, i.e. they are not allowed to be lower 8 than the actual judgment. A judgment function for our application that meets these criteria is given in Section 5.2.
The expansion of the search tree follows a set of transformations which can be applied to the members in a search tree node. The application of a transformation T results in the generation of new search tree nodes along new paths in the search tree, i.e
Usually, more than one transformation is applicable to a search tree node. Therefore the control has to provide a sequence of transformations that leads to the interpretation of the data. The solution to this problem is outlined in the following section.
Determine the sequence of instantiations
Besides the calculation of the optimal interpretation of the data, the control also has to determine the sequence of operations that transform the root of the search tree node to the node that contains the interpretation of the data. Since the chosen sequence T k 1 , . . . , T k m−1 influences the efficiency of the search for the interpretation, the optimization problem arises, how to find the optimal sequence of transformations
. This problem is described by
where in general T k j is one of six so-called inference rules explained in [SN97] T k j ∈ {rule 1 , rule 2 , . . . , rule 6 } ,
and T k j does not have to be the same for all v l in {v j i } i=1,...,m−1 . Rule 1 to rule 6 describe how to calculate modified concepts and instances. The first two rules deal with the instantiation of (modified) concepts. A (modified) concept can only be instantiated if instances for all its parts and concretes are available. If a (modified) concept has a context-dependent part, first a partial instance is built. This instance is completed after the instantiation of the corresponding contextdependent part. The third rule handles the optional links, that are only instantiated if the control decides that further information is needed. The expansion of the network is done using the fourth and fifth rule where the fourth rule describes a data-driven expansion and the fifth rule states the conditions for a model-driven expansion of a concept. Using the sixth rule instances for concept can be estimated before the analysis has started. A detailed explanation of these rules is given in [SN97] . However, the transformations are not applied to the search tree nodes themselves but to the elements of the search tree nodes, i.e. the concepts, modified concepts and instances. Since transformations can operate on more than one concept or modified concept in a search tree node, the control also has to determine which concept or modified concept should be considered 9 during the next point in time. Therefore (7) can be rewritten by
. . .
Thus, we have to search for an optimal sequence of network objects O i and transformations T k j that are applied to these objects. Network objects correspond to concepts, instances, or modified concepts. As we have stated above, transformations need not be the same for search tree nodes on different paths in the search tree. The same holds for network objects
ERNEST used to solve these two optimization problems seperately in a simple way. To determine the sequence of network objects, priorities are considered [SN97] . These priorities are calculated for each concept in the semantic network. They describe the position of a concept within the network regarding the goal concept or primitive concepts. A primitive concept is a concept that contains no link to parts or concretes. For example, the first and second priority give a measure for the length of the path from a concept to a primitive concept along concrete links. Priorities are application-independent and can be combined with a precedence value for each concept. This value is usually application-dependent and is determined by the designer of a system.
The sequence of transformations is a-priori fixed by the structure of the control algorithm. The algorithm prefers instantiations to the expansion of the semantic network. If neither rule 1 or rule 2 nor rule 4 or rule 5 can be applied the expansion of optional links is considered.
In this paper we suggest another approach to solve the optimization problem in (9) which takes into account the dependencies between network objects and applicable transformations. The structure of the solution is adopted from Markov decision processes. These processes can be used to describe which network object is reached after application of a transformation to the current object. Since a transformation is equivalent to one of the inference rules mentioned below we have to deal with uncertain results of a transformation. This uncertainty originates from the underlying procedural knowledge which is integrated into each concept and which is executed whenever a concept is instantiated. For example, the number of competing instances which are calculated for one concept is dependent on the analyzed data and can vary considerably although the same inference rules, i.e. the same procedures, are applied. This influence is reduced if a sequence of transformations is adapted to the application domain. For example, a model-driven propagation of restrictions is valuable for application domains with multiple competing interpretations.
The number of competing instances determines the number of successors for a search tree node. The higher the number of search tree nodes that are generated during an analysis the lower the efficiency of the analysis. Therefore, the sequence of transformations and network objects have to be chosen very carefully. 
Learning during analysis
The control algorithm which is used to guide the analysis includes problem-independent and problem-dependent parts. While problem-independent parts can be used for arbitrary application domains, problem-dependent parts have to be adapted. The adaptation is usually a very time consuming procedure if this has to be done manually by the user of a system. If a problemdependent module can be replaced by a module which adapts itself to a new application domain, this strongly simplifies the transfer of a knowledge-based system to a new application domain.
In ERNEST the control algorithm contains only one problem-dependent part. This part deals with the selection of the optimal sequence of transformations and calculated network objects. Priorities which are problem-independent provide one means to guide the analysis as outlined in Section 3.2. In addition, a precedence value for concepts is determined by the user depending on the application domain. During analysis, the control algorithm first considers a concept's precedence value. Priorities have an effect on the instantiation sequence only if all concepts that can be processed have the same precedence. Almost all systems that used the ERNEST-control were based on user-defined precedence values to improve the efficiency that can be achieved with problem-independent priorities. In this section we describe an approach which learns the precedence values during analysis using Reinforcement Learning. This leads to a significant improvement of the efficiency as the experiments show in Section 6.
Reinforcement Learning with ERNEST
The integration of the learning methods into the ERNEST control scheme results from the control cycle of transformations and search tree nodes which was described in Section 3.2. The framework for reinforcement learning methods resembles this control scheme. In Figure 4 the ERNEST control is depicted in terms of the reinforcement learning framework. Starting with a search tree node v k the control has to decide which transformation should be applied during the next analysis step. The transformation T {v k } leads to a set of new search tree nodes {v j } j=1,...,m as we outlined in (6). Every search tree node represents a state of analysis. Since the application of transformations are combined with the A * -graph search, only the optimal search tree node
. . , m in the search tree is considered during the next analysis step. The iteration of this scheme yields a sequence of transformations as described in (7). If in Figure 4 the search tree nodes v k and v j i are substituted by the processed network object we get the optimization problem shown in (9). The same processing scheme holds for reinforcement learning methods. The introduction to these methods is adopted from [SB98] . Starting with a state s t ∈ S an agent selects an action a t . The set of states S includes the different states of the environment. After this action was executed a new state of the environment s t+1 is reached. In order to assess the execution of an action in a state the environment gives a reward r t+1 to the agent. The decision for an action is made by the agent based on a so-called policy
which describes the probability for an action a to be selected in a state s. The agent's goal is to find a policy that maximizes the return
where the so-called discount rate γ, 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1, weights the value of a reward received k time steps ahead in the future. To guarantee the convergence of (11) the discount rate can be chosen equal to 1 only if the agent deals with an episodic task. Episodic tasks break into subsequences which end with a special state, the so-called terminal state. Therefore, the control cycle of reinforcement learning is similar to the ERNEST-control. The environment corresponds to the state of analysis that is represented by a search tree node, the agent corresponds to the control algorithm.
The calculation of the return is based on Markov Decision Processes which model the behaviour of the environment. Therefore, all states have to fulfill the Markov property. Additionally to states and actions, a Markov Decision Process is determined by transition probabilities and the expected value of the next reward. For Markov Decision Processes it is possible to calculate the expected return the agent receives if it starts in state s and follows policy π
We refer to Q π (s, a) as action-value function for policy π. The values of this function describe how well the execution of an action a in a state s is, regarding the return, if policy π is followed. These values are called Q-values in the following.
If the action-value function is known the optimal policy can be determined by
where A t (s) denotes the set of all executable actions in state s. If more than one action has an optimal Q-value, equal probabilities have to be assigned to these actions. This leads to an optimal policy, too. If the model of the environment is completely known, i.e. if all transition probabilities and expected values of rewards are available, (12) can be solved by dynamic programming leading to an optimal policy. Usually a complete model of the environment is not available. Therefore sampling methods are applied to estimate the values of Q π (s, a). One of these learning methods is outlined in the following section.
Learning methods
In this paper, we apply Monte Carlo Methods to learn the optimal policy. They are described in the following [SB98] . These methods are well suited for episodic tasks like the one that we consider here. Additionally, they do not assume a completely known model of the environment. In fact, they acquire the action-value function based on sample sequences of states, actions, and rewards which arise through the agent's interaction with the environment. If the action-value function (12) is known the optimal policy can be easily determined by (13).
The learning is done by an iterative scheme that is called general policy iteration. It splits up into two steps:
1. Evaluation of policy π: This step generates an episode based on π k . The new action-value function for all state action pairs (s, a) results from
This expected value is approximated by averaging over the returns that have been received for a pair (s, a) in the preceeding episodes. In our application domain each state action pair can occur only once in an episode. Therefore, the average is calculated from the returns of different episodes. In other applications averaging also takes place within an episode if pairs are observed more than once. The update of the Q-value is done at the end of an episode.
2. Improvement of policy π: In this step the policy π k+1 (s, a) is improved with respect to the action-value function. It holds
where π k+1 (s) denotes the policy which was determined after k + 1 iterations.
Step 1 and step 2 are iterated until an optimal policy π * has been determined. The optimality of a policy is defined by the judgment criterion to be optimized. The criterion which was used in our application is given in (21).
Note, that in step 1 the agent is not allowed to follow a greedy strategy during the whole episode. In this case the agent would choose always the optimal action. However, this does not lead to the aquisition of any new information. There are many strategies to circumvent this problem. We chose an ǫ-greedy policy, where the probabilities to select an action a in state s are distributed according to
The term |A t (s)| denotes the number of actions which are executable in state s. The higher the value of ǫ, the more the environment is explored, i.e. an action is selected which does not have the maximal Q-value. Besides Monte Carlo Methods also temporal difference learning or eligibility-traces could be applied. The Monte Carlo Methods are particularly suitable for the rewards that are given to the agent by the environment at the end of an episode. 
Definition of states, actions, and rewards
Rewards, states, and actions vary for different application domains. In this section we define these three structures for the ERNEST-control, in particular for the semantic network that is used for knowledge representation.
States We choose the network objects themselves as states for the Markov Decision Process. In Figure 5 all the concepts "office scene", "hole punch", "adhesive tape", and "color region" as well as all modified concepts on the left side of the figure correspond to network objects. This choice is obvious since the reinforcement learning framework mirrors the ERNEST-control cycle as we outlined in Figure 4 and in (9). Note, that only network objects within one search tree node are distinguished while competing network objects are distributed on different search tree nodes. Therefore, we obtain a number of
different states for a semantic network of n concepts, where n j denotes the number of different modified concepts for the concept C j within a search tree node. The sets P * inv and K * inv refer to the sets of inverse part links and inverse concrete links, i.e. links that are opposite to the ones mentioned so far in the description of concepts. The extra state in (18) corresponds to the terminal state. This state coincides with the instance of the goal concept, since the analysis stops after this instance is calculated. Figure 5 shows how more than one modified concept is generated for the concept "color region". Since the concepts "hole punch" and "adhesive tape" are linked to the concept "color region" and these concepts represent information about different regions in a scene, two modified concepts and two corresponding instances have to be generated during analysis. The result of the expansion is depicted in the right part of Figure 5 . This socalled expanded network contains five modified concepts that do not compete with each other. Therefore, eleven states have to be distinguished to learn the optimal analysis strategy for the network of Figure 5 . The set of these eleven states contains the five modified concepts shown on the right side of Figure 5 , five instances that have to be calculated to instantiate the network and the terminal state.
The definition of states is restricted by the prerequisite that all states have to fulfill the Markov property. For the state definition that we gave above this prerequisite is only met in combination with dynamic action sets that will be outlined in the following paragraph. This problem arises since the states have no information about the preceeding sequence of transformations which has led to the current state. For example, if the control has already calculated an instance for the concept "hole punch" of Figure 5 , no other transformation can be applied to this Action 7: Jump to another network object IF the current network object cannot be expanded nor instantiated THEN jump to another concept C j or modified concept M (C k ) Figure 6 : Action a 7 to change the network object network object. However, the information about the instantiation history is available within the search tree nodes. Therefore, at any point in time the agent gets only a restricted set of actions from which the agent can select the next action.
Dynamic action sets In Section 3.2 we explained how a sequence of transformations which is applied to the uninterpreted data leads to the data's interpretation. In this case transformations correspond to six inference rules that determine how instances are calculated, restrictions are propagated, and thus the semantic network is expanded. It is obvious to use these transformations as actions for the reinforcement learning. There is only one kind of action that is missing. The six inference rules do not select the network elements to which a transformation should be applied. Therefore, we introduce additional actions that describe transitions from one network object to another. We call them jump actions. The application of these actions does not result in new information during analysis, but they are needed to guide the agent through the expanded network. Jump actions are described by the rule depicted in Figure 6 . They are only used if the currently considered network object cannot be expanded or instantiated. Action 1 to 6 correspond exactly to rule 1 to 6 (cmp. eq. 8), such that the set of possible actions is given by A t = {a 1 , . . . , a 6 } ∪ {a 
where m denotes the number of modified concepts of the expanded network. For example, m is five for the network depicted in Figure 5 . Using the different actions the following sequence leads to an instantiation of the network shown in Figure 5: office scene
The different states for reinforcement learning are identified by different numbers. Here, M(office scene) gets state number 1, M(hole punch) state number 2, M(adhesive tape) state number 3, and M 1 (color region) and M 2 (color region) state numbers 4 and 5, respectively. Note, that action a 5 is applied twice to the modified concept M(office scene): This action leads to the model-driven expansion of a concept. With every application of this action just one link is expanded. Since the concept "office scene" in Figure 5 has two part links this action has to be selected twice.
Get current network object from search tree node IF the network object is a concept THEN add a 1 to A t (s) The instantiation history has be taken into account such that the agent is allowed to choose actions only from a limited set, when such a choice is required for a network object during analysis. These dynamic action sets are determined by the environment using the algorithm which is shown in Figure 7 . Starting with the current network object it is examined if the network object is a concept. Then a modified concept can be generated using a 1 . If this is not the case, the action a 5 is added to the action set for every link of the network object that has not been expanded yet. For network objects that are instantiable the action set is built by action a 2 which results in the instantiation of a modified concept. If none of the inference rules is applicable, the new action set comprises only jump actions. Usually not all network objects in the expanded network can be processed during the next analysis step. In order to increase the efficiency of the learning process, jump actions are just added to the action set if their corresponding network objects are instantiable or expandable.
Using this definition of states and actions an optimal sequence for (9) can be learned by Monte Carlo Methods. Remember that the goal is not just to learn the sequence of transformations that leads to the instantiated goal concept, but also the acquisition of an optimal sequence of processed network objects. The ERNEST-control determines this sequence directly from the precedence and priority values of the concepts. Refering to the reinforcement learning approach the precedence values correspond to the Q-values of the jump actions. These precedence values change with every analysis step, since the Q-values for the jump actions vary for different states. Therefore, the reinforcement learning yields to a more powerful control which adapts itself to the analysis with every analysis step. In order to learn the Q-values, rewards are necessary which give hints to the agent which action is optimal in a certain state. These rewards are outlined in the following section.
Rewards Reinforcement learning is based on rewards that give hints to an agent which quality an executed action has in the current state. The rewards constitute the return which the agent has to maximize as was shown in (11). We use application-independent rewards to prevent that the problem of defining application-dependent precedences for concepts is shifted to the problem of defining application-dependent rewards.
Two different approaches to asses the actions in consideration of the different states are tested in the following. As we have seen in Section 3.2, the efficiency of the analysis in highly influenced by the number of search tree nodes which are generated during the analysis of the data. Therefore, the first approach assesses every episode by the number of search tree nodes according to
where T denotes the end of the episode and the number of calculated search tree nodes v ji (cmp. eq. 4) is determined for the current episode. In this case the return for each state corresponds to the discounted reward of the terminal state. For each analysis we choose an upper bound of 1000 search tree nodes which are allowed to be calculated during an analysis. If the bound is exceeded the analysis stops and the agent receives a negative reward of -1. A userdefined strategy generates 219 search tree nodes averaged over ten different scenes such that this upper bound seemed to be sufficient for our application domain. In this approach the reward is combined with a user-defined initialization for the Q-values. This initialization is determined by the problem-independent priorities that are assigned to every concept in the semantic network. The second approach uses the priorities as rewards for the jump actions. Whenever such an action is selected by the agent, this action is rewarded by the priority which is assigned to the goal state of the jump. Since concepts that are close to the goal concept have a higher priority than concepts that are close to primitive concepts, this approach prefers a model-driven analysis strategy. The actions a 1 to a 6 are assessed by zero. The reward for the jump action is combined with the reward for the generated search tree nodes which is calculated according to (21). Due to the discount rate, the influence of the number of search tree nodes is higher on state action pairs that are visited at the end of an episode.
Integration into the control algorithm
The integration of the learning-methods into the ERNEST-control is done by replacing the old selection of transformations and network objects by the agent's choice of actions. As we have outlined in Section 4.3, the policy according to which the agent selects its action is determined by the Q-values of the individual state action pairs. During the learning phase these Q-values are acquired. Figure 8 shows a structure diagram for the integration of the agent based control. At the beginning of analysis the Q-values are initialized. This step is optional and only necessary if the first reward function is used for learning. Then the best search tree node v b is selected from the OPEN set of the A * control algorithm (cf. Section 3.1). This set contains all nodes from the search tree which have not been processed, yet. If the node v b contains a sufficiently high judged instance of the goal concept, the end of the analysis is reached. For the Monte Carlo Methods which are used in this paper to learn the optimal policy an update of the policy is done only at the end of an episode. The update corresponds to the second step of the general policy iteration scheme in (15). Therefore, this update only follows after the optimal instance for a goal concept has been found. If, however, the end of analysis has not been reached yet, two cases must be distinguished as shown in Figure 9 : no optimal goal concept for C 1 has been instantiated; therefore the search tree has to be expanded further and the modified concept M 2 (C 4 ) will be instantiated next by action a 2 . The two cases will become clear after the new concept of an action history has been introduced.
In Figure 8 we consider a control which uses the same sequence of transformations for all paths in the search tree (cf. Section 3.2). Therefore, in the first case the environment corresponds given : a set of goal concepts C g i , i = 1, . . . , n, OPEN := ∅ / * optional initialization of Q-values * / calculate for each state s i the Q-values of the jump actions a j 7 , j = i using the problem independent priorities choose a network object as start state and generate a search tree node for this element add the new search tree node to OPEN / * control as search in the search tree * / WHILE OPEN = ∅ remove the best node v b from OPEN IF if the network objects in v b fulfill an analysis goal THEN STOP with SUCCESS / * interpretation in node v b * / update policy based on rewards set optimal node v b as agent's environment IF complete action history has been processed THEN agent selects next action ELSE select next action from action history apply action to the current network object UNTIL action leads to new search tree nodes add new search tree nodes to OPEN STOP with ERROR; / * data not interpreted * / Figure 8 : Integration of reinforcement learning into the ERNEST-control to a search tree node which contains the longest sequence of state action pairs in the whole search tree. Then the next action is chosen by the agent. In the following, the sequence of actions which led to the current network object is called action history. Continuing with our example in Figure 9 , the first case can be found in the upper path v 2 , v 4 , v 5 . In the second case, the action history has not been completely processed. Thus, the next action is taken from the action history. If we expand v 3 in Figure 9 , we choose a 7 followed by a 2 as we have done before in the upper part.
If after execution of the selected action new search tree nodes are generated, the control gets back to the A * -search after adding the new nodes to the OPEN-set. After the A * -search has selected the optimal nodes from the OPEN-set, a new control cycle is executed.
In order to get samples for Monte Carlo methods, we perform many complete instatiations of the semantic network, i.e., we do complete analyses. Each analysis corresponds to one episode of iterative scheme in (14). The Q is updated in (15) by the reward which uses the total number of search tree nodes generated during the episode.
If a semantic network contains concepts that model different occurrences of one term with modalities, we cannot use the same policy on all paths in the search tree. This would lead to serious problems if a concept contains a different number of links for different modalities. Therefore, the next action is always selected by the agent and the agent is stored for each path of the search tree. If a backtracking is performed by the A * -search, this leads back to the old agent. However, this approach is less efficient, since each agent holds several data structures and these structures have to be copied for each new path in the search tree. Since many iterations have to be performed to estimate the Q-values properly, we use this approach only for networks that
Figure 9: Agent and A * control include concepts with modalities.
Scene exploration based on semantic networks
The application domain chosen here is the exploration of arbitrary office scenes [APN00] . Since the main contribution of this paper is the conceptional work regarding the learning of analysis strategies and the integration of camera actions into a semantic network, the object-recognition task of the system is simplified: we consider six different office tools and a desk. The tools comprise a red hole punch, a red gluestick, a red adhesive tape dispenser, a blue stapler, a blue flowerpot, and a yellow text marker. These objects need not be visible in an image taken with the initial camera set-up. The office tools are modelled by 2-d regions for a typical aspect of the object in a stable position such that features like the region's height, and width as well as the region's color can be used for recognition. The 2-d object models can easily be substituted by more sophisticated ones, for example by a standard object recognizer like the one presented in [MN97, Low87] . Additionally, the knowledge base can be easily extended by concepts for other office tools due to the modularity of the concept-centered representation. As we explained in Section 2, semantic networks in ERNEST represent declarative and procedural knowledge. While the declarative knowledge determines the structure of the knowledge base with its concepts, attributes, relations, and links, the procedural knowledge corresponds to image analysis methods or methods for camera movements. Both parts of the semantic network are outlined in the following for the considered application.
Declarative knowledge
The structure of the knowledge base for our application domain is shown in Figure 10 . The gray ovals correspond to concepts that represent information about the scene. This set of concepts includes the concepts for the office tools and the table. These concepts form the parts of the concept "office scene". On the segmentation level, all office tools are modelled as color regions in 2-d while the table is substantiated by the concept "point set" which represents a set of 3-d points. The latter concept and the concept "color region" live on a lower level of abstraction than concepts that belong to the office tools. Therefore, they are integrated into the semantic network by a concrete link, e.g. the concept "hole punch" is connected to the concept "color region" using a concrete link. Since one of our intentions was to integrate camera actions into the semantic network, we represent also information about images and image acquisition explicitly within the knowledge base. The concepts "office image" and "subimage" contain this knowledge. Instances of the concept "office image" store a so-called overview image which is taken with a small focal length. Using this image, hypotheses for the positions of the searched objects can be calculated using histogram backprojection (cf. Section 5.2). Since the concept "subimage" is represented as context-dependent part of the concept "color image", the semantics of this link guarantees that a (partial) instance of the concept color image is calculated before the instance of the concept "subimage" is generated. Thus, an overview image is always available before the hypotheses generation takes place. The same principle is used for the connection of subimages and color regions. Since we first need a subimage to apply a region segmentation, the concept "color region" is connected to the concept "subimage" by a context-dependent part link.
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An important aspect of our approach is that the knowledge base unifies the representation of objects and their relations and the representation of camera actions. These actions are also represented by concepts and integrated into the knowledge base. For this integration we introduced a new link into the ERNEST-formalism, which mirrors the semantics of the context-dependent part link. The idea is that a selection of a camera action is always done based on the state of analysis. For example, if all objects have already been found, no other part of the scene has to be examined. However, this state has to be available first to decide on the camera action. This dependency is modelled by the action link. Although the semantics of the link coincides with the semantics of the context-dependent part link, the new link is needed to make the knowledge representation more acessible and readable. For example, the camera action "zoom on region" is no part of the concept "color region", but an action that refers to the segmented color regions.
The camera actions can be found on different levels of abstraction within the semantic network. On the highest level of abstraction one can find camera actions which are equivalent to search procedures and which are used to find objects in a scene. The first example is the concept "direct search". Each computation of this concept calculates a new pan angle and a new tilt angle for the camera in such a way, that a new part of the scene becomes visible and a new overview image can be taken. The second example is the concept "indirect search". This concept represents an indirect search [Wix94] , i.e. the search for an object using an intermediate object, e.g. in order to find a punch we first find a table and then search for the punch on it. The "indirect search" also leads to a change in the pan angle and the tilt angle, but additionally it adjusts the camera's focal length such that the resolution of the resulting image is increased.
On the lower level of abstraction in Figure 10 , the camera action "zoom on region" can be found. The effect of this action is the fovealization of regions that are hypotheses for the objects. If the region that belongs to a hypothesis is too small to be reliably recognized, i.e. the height and width of the particular object cannot be determined reliably (cf. Section 5.2), we use the fovealization to get more detailed information about it. We refer to images captured after fovealization as close-up views. Additionally, the camera action "explore office image" is modelled on the lower level. The criterion for its selection is the number of hypotheses which the hypotheses generation yields. If no hypothesis is found, immediately a new part of the scene is considered by adjusting the pan and the tilt angle of the camera; a new overview image is then acquired.
The computation of a camera action concept leads to the selection of new camera parameters or the performance of a camera action. Thus, only one camera action concept can be computed at once. Additionally, the control has to decide if a camera action should be performed at all. In order to represent competing camera actions, i.e. actions which cannot be performed at the same time, we make use of modalities. Remember, that modalities have been introduced to represent different concurrent realizations of a concept, such as a chair with or without arm rests or with varying number of legs (cf. Section 2). Transfered to the representation of camera actions we get the following combinations: For example, the concept "office scene" constans actions represented as the concepts "direct search" and "indirect search", each of them is represented in one modality of "office scene". These modalities also contain all links to the concepts which represent the office tools and the table. A third modality of "office scene" does not include a camera action, but just the links to scene concepts. Therefore, there is one realization of "office scene" with "direct search" as an action, another realization with "indirect search", and a third without any camera action. The same holds for the concepts "color region" and "office image". Both concepts hold two modalities -one which contains the corresponding camera action, and one which does not include any camera action. During analysis, these ambiguities arising from modalities are resolved by the control algorithm and instances are calculated for each modality in a concept. These instances are judged differently where the judgment determines which action should be preferred or if a camera action should be performed. The judgments specify the utility of a camera actions (Section 5.2). Based on these judgments the camera action which is optimal with respect to the criterion defined by the judgment functions can be selected by the control algorithm.
Procedural Knowledge
The functions for the computation of the attributes and relations of a concept and the judgment of the corresponding instance form the procedural knowledge of the network.
Image analysis
The image processsing part of the scene exploration system splits into several subtasks. First, hypotheses for the object location have to be determined in the overview images. This is done by histogram-backprojection [SB91] where histograms of red, blue, and yellow objects are learned before analysis. 50.000 experiments have been performed to select the optimal color space and normalization method to hypothesize the objects [PCN98] . Using the resulting hypotheses, subimages are extracted from the overview image where the hypotheses' center corresponds to the center of the subimages. The subimages are represented by the concept "subimage". The processing of the subimages depends on the resolution of the image. If the subimage was cut out of the overview images, hypotheses from the histogram backprojection are segmented as regions. However, if the region corresponding to a hypothesis is too small to be reliably verified, a fovealization of this image region is performed. This is done by instantiating the concept "zoom on region". Afterwards, a new image is captured and stored in the instance of "subimage". The close-up view is segmented by a split and merge approach [DJ93] . In both cases, the segmented regions are used to instantiate the concept "color region". In addition to the region representation, this concept contains attributes for the region's height and width as well as for the color of a region. After a normalization of the pose of a region within the image plane these features are determined and used for object recognition. To find the best matching region, judgments are needed that assess how good a segmented region fits to the represented expectations in the knowledge base. These judgments are outlined in the following.
Management of uncertainty A management of uncertainty is provided by the judgment functions for attributes, relations, and concepts within the semantic network. To rate the instances for concepts that represent information about office tools and the table, probabilities are used. This applies also for instances of the concept "color region" that are assessed according to restrictions from the office tool concepts.
The judgment of the instance I(C k ) related to the concept C k subsumes the judgments of the concepts' components, i.e. the judgments of attributes I(C k ).A sn * , relations I(C k ).R sn * , parts I(C k ).P * = I(C k ).P * ci ∪ I(C k ).P * cd and concretes I(C k ).K * :
where
denotes the normalization factor that is irrevelevant for maximization. We assume that the individual distributions are pairwise independent and p(I(C k )) is uniformly distributed. Therefore, we base the judgment of an instance on the judgments of the constituents of the corresponding concepts. Since these constituents vary for different concepts, the judgment functions also differ between concepts. However, in order to rate the individual attributes, we chose a uniform approach. Each attribute is judged according to a normal distribution with parameters that have been estimated off-line using a classified set of samples with 40 images for each search object. During analysis values for the attributes are calculated and judged according to the corresponding distribution. For example, we get for the judgment of the hole punch by p(I(hole punch)|I(hole punch).A sn * ) ∼ exp (x width − µ width )
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where µ width , µ height , and µ color correspond to restrictions for the attribute values. To assess instances of the concept "color region", these restrictions are propagated during analysis from the concepts that represent office tools. All instances of concepts that store information about office tools are rated according to (23).
The judgment of instances of the concept "office scene" is given by p(I(office scene)|I(office scene).P * ) =
i.e. it is determined by all the judgments of all parts that are in the current modality H i . The corresponding parts are selected by the function Ψ P (C k , H i ). Instances of the concepts "office image" and "subimage" are assessed by the value one, since they contain uncertain information.
Since we need to provide optimistic estimates to guarantee the admissibility of the A * graph search this is also the estimate for every concept that has not been instantiated, yet, in the considered search tree node.
The judgment of instances for concepts that contain information about the scene is used to derive the judgment of camera actions. As we have already explained in Section 5.1, camera actions are selected according to the current state of analysis. The goal of the camera actions' performance is to provide more information about the scene and reduce the uncertainty of intermediate results. Therefore, the judgments have to reflect if new information is needed and which camera action yields the information with lowest cost. We suggest that utilities are a good means to describe these situations [Jen96] .
Since we integrated different camera actions into the semantic network, also the judgment functions for the corresponding concepts differ substantially. Therefore, we consider each different type of action separately in the following.
Direct and indirect search For these two camera actions the utility measure relies on the evidence for the searched office tools and for the table. The judgments of the instances that are associated to these objects reflect if an object has already been found. For each instance that is associated with one of the six searched objects or the table we have a hypothesis with states object found and object not found. Depending on these states the optimal camera action is chosen. The utilities are calculated using a utility table which contains the utility of an action a provided that the hypothesis is in state h, where a belongs to the set of executable actions and h is a state of the random variable H. In general, just the distribution of H is known. Therefore, we can only compute the mean utility
The variable e denotes the evidence which arises from the intermediate results of analysis, U refers to the utility of an action a in state h. The control algorithm chooses the action which maximizes the mean utility.
To represent the hypothesis for the selection of the two different camera actions "indirect_search" and "direct_search", we define the vector
as hypothesis H. Hence, the states of H are all configurations of this vector which describe if instances of the adhesive tape I(C A ), flower pot I(C B ), stapler I(C H ), gluestick I(C K ), hole punch I(C L ), pen I(C S ), and table I(C T ) are available where δ is an indictor function telling whether the instance given as an argument exists. Within this vector, 1 denotes "object found", and 0 denotes "object not found". For example, if h officescene = (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1) all objects have been found. To estimate the probability of this hypothesis, we define
Therefore, the evidences which are known from the current search tree directly influence the value of p(δ(I(C i ))). Since we assume mutual independency between the different p(δ(I(C i ))) the overall value is determined by multiplication of p(δ(I(C i ))).
We used just 0 and 1 as utilities. Every time when a table has been found the indirect search gets the utility 1, while the utility of the direct search becomes 0. If the hypothesis assumes that no table has been detected in the data, the utilities are vice versa. Finally, the judgment of the table is decisive if an indirect or a direct search is performed. This would change if the utilities are chosen differently. There is only one case in which no camera action is performed, i.e. if all search objects have been found.
Zoom on region For the action "zoom_on_region" we use a hand-crafted utility function based on the region's size and the current zoom setting. This function takes into account that the utility of a fovealization increases if the size of the hypothesized regions is small while it decreases if the region is relatively large. Therefore, we define for the size x of a region
where α denotes a normalization factor. This factor was determined heuristically and describes a measurement for the number of pixels inside a bounding box that encloses a hypothesized region. The utility for no fovealization is 1 − exp(
−x α
). If the hypothesis does not correspond to a valid region the entries of the utility table are defined as follows: The utility for a fovealization is zero, while the utility for no camera action is 0.1. The latter was also determined heuristically and has the effect that a fovealization is preferred over the execution of no camera action.
In addition to the utility measure we need the probability for the hypothesis to determine the expected utility of the fovealization. We define
where the probability for this hypothesis is given according to (27) . Using the utilities given below the expected utility is calculated according to (25).
Explore office image
In contrast to the camera actions considered in the paragraphs above the camera action "explore office image" is assessed without probabilities. The decision for this action is solely based on the number of hypotheses found. The camera action gets a judgment of 1 if no hypotheses were detected. A judgment of 0 is provided if hypotheses are available.
Experiments
The theoretical aspects of the proposed approach concerning knowledge representation and learning of analysis strategies were outlined in the preceeding sections. In this section we show the performance of the system in different experimental set-ups. First, we have a look at the detection rates and the recognition rates for the objects. For example, these are dependent on the used color space for histogram backprojection. Second, we describe experiments to demonstrate the influence of the learned analysis strategies on the efficiency of the system.
Experiments using a user-defined strategy
The experiments outlined in the following are all based on an ERNEST-control algorithm that uses a user-defined analysis strategy. This strategy office image
Figure 12: Overview images for the two different office scenes; on the left office 1 is depicted, on the right office 2 is shown. models a model-driven expansion of the network which is followed by an instantiation of the expanded network. The action a 7 represents the jump action introduced in Figure 6 . All other concepts that represent information about office tools are instantiated in the way given in (30). After instantiating the concept "hole punch" the calculation of instances of the concepts "gluestick", "stapler", "pen", and "adhesive tape" follows. All experiments were performed in two different office environments that are shown in Figure 12 . In toteal we considered 70 different scenes in each office where 35 scenes belong to office 1 and 35 to office 2. In each scene the positions of the objects are changed. In 25 of the 35 scenes all objects were included in the first overview image; therefore, no scene exploration using a direct or indirect search had to be done for those experiments.
Using these 50 scenes we investigated the performance of the hypotheses generation. In Figure 13 one result for histogram backprojection is shown. The original image is given in Figure 12 (left). We used the intensity normalized rg color space to represent the colors of the red and blue objects. The histogram of the yellow object is learned in the RGB color space. The interest map shown in Figure 13 depicts the fusion of the three backprojection results. Black areas correspond to a high match of the colors from the histogram and the image area. For each overview image we select the twelve best hypotheses that are verified in the following using the a-priori knowledge about the objects. The selection is based on the mean gray-value of the region which corresponds to a hypothesis in the backprojected image. In Figure 13 (right) the best twelve hypotheses for Figure 12 (left) are marked by crosses.
Quantitative results are given in Table 1 where the number of correctly generated hypotheses for each object in office 1 and office 2 is shown. We obtained these results by manually labeling all overview images for the two offices. The labels contain information about the 2D position of the objects that the system has to search for. These 2D positions for the objects were compared to the center of gravity of the generated hypotheses. If the center of gravity of a hypothesis coincides with a labeled 2D position of an object we call the hypothesis a correct hypothesis for this object. The hypotheses do not contain any information about the class of the corresponding object, this information is provided by the labeling process.
Since we captured 25 overview images in each office, we should find 25 hypotheses for each object in each office. The hypothesis generation yields the best results for the adhesive tape dispenser. In 96 % of all 50 scenes a hypothesis was correctly generated for this object. Table 1 : Number of hypotheses generated in office 1 and office 2. In each office 25 experiments were performed such that the maximal number of generated hypotheses would be 25 for each object.
Problems occurred for the gluestick. Since this object is very small the mean gray-value was often lower than the value of the twelve best hypotheses. Overally we detected 85.3 % of all possible hypotheses within the 50 scenes. This is an important result since objects that are not found during the hypotheses generation are lost for later verification steps. Depending on the size of the region that belongs to a hypothesis in the backprojected image, a fovealization is performed as was outlined in Section 5.1. The resulting close-up views are segmented using a split and merge approach. Results for this segmentation are depicted in Figure 14 . The approach shows good visual results. However, a few segmentation errors are visible, e.g. the gluestick is split into three regions and the flower pot is merged with a little piece of background. On average 14 regions are generated for each close-up view.
If no fovealization is performed, the regions in the backprojected image are directly given to the verification step. In the following, we compare three different systems that handle the fovealization differently. The first system (system 1) uses no fovealization at all, but classifies the regions from the backprojected images. System 2 and system 3 both fovealize hypotheses. However, system 3 uses just regions which are segments of close-up views while system 2 decides dynamically on a region's fovealization. If a fovealization is performed, the close-up view is segmented and the computed regions are subject to the verification step, else the regions of the backprojected image are verified.
In Table 2 the recognition rates of system 1 for the six searched objects are shown. The recognition module classifies the generated hypotheses in one of the six object classses. For the evaluation of the performance of the system, the label information was used again. It appears Table 2 : Recognition rates for the six searched office tools that the hole punch was recognized correctly in 18 scenes of office 1 and office 2, respectively. For all other objects the number of recognized objects decreases. Major problems occurred for the gluestick and the stapler in office 2. Like the hypotheses generation the recognition of the gluestick is poor due to its small size. The recognition of the stapler is complicated by color shifts from blue to black in the overview images. Therefore, the region that forms the hypothesis for a stapler is usually smaller than expected and the stapler is very often mixed with parts of the background. On average, we achieved a recognition rate of 54.3 %. The recognition rates for the single objects are given in Table 2 . Like the total recognition rate these rates do not take into account if a hypothesis has been generated for an object during histogram backprojection. However, if no hypothesis has been generated for an object in an overview image, a correct recognition of this object is not possible since the recognition process is based on the hypotheses generation. If we also consider the generated hypotheses for the objects the total recognition rate increases to 64.7 %. With respect to the highly structured background in the 50 overview images this is a very good result.
Evaluating system 2 on the same 50 scenes leads to a slightly improved recognition rate. The mayor drawback of this approach is that objects that are recognized correctly based on the overview image are lost during the verification step using the close up views. On the one hand, system 2 found 23 objects that system 1 misclassified, but on the other hand it lost 18 objects.
The loss of the objects has different reasons. Errors in the depth estimation lead to wrong feature values or wrong calculations of the focal length for the close-up views. Incorrect regions, that are always present in image segemtation, cause feature values that are not compatible with the expected feature values for the objects.
The influence of segmentation errors and errors in the depth estimation becomes also apparent by the evaluation of third system's performance. This system uses the regions of close-up views for the verification of the objects. The semantic network for system 3 does not contain the information about the image acquisition, but it has the concept "color region" as primitive concept. Instances of this concept are generated for every segmented region and the best matching region is selected according to the regions' judgment. Using system 3 just 34 % of all objects are assigned to the correct region in the close-up views.
Experiments based on learned analysis strategies
Besides the complexity of the application domain which is, for example, reflected in the number of generated hypotheses for the searched objects, the analysis strategy has an important impact on the efficiency of a knowledge based system. Dependening on this strategy the number of generated search tree nodes can vary between 194 for a model-driven strategy and 1000 for a data-driven strategy. This evaluation was done using a part of the semantic network depicted in Figure 10 . The part included all scene concepts (gray ovals) without the concepts "table" and "point set". The model-driven strategy coincides with the user-defined strategy we used in all experiments of the preceeding section. The two strategies were evaluated using ten different overview images which contained all searched objects. No camera action was performed by this system.
All learned policies are evaluated refering to the search tree nodes that are generated by the user-defined strategy. In the following, we compare the two different kind of rewards which were introduced in Section 4.3. First, we have a look at the policy which are learned by the agent based on initialized Q-values and a reward that takes just the number of search tree nodes into account (cf. (21)). As we outlined in Section 4.3, the initialization is done based on the problem-independent priorities. In Figure 15 results are shown where eleven different policies π 1 , . . . , π 10 , and π all were evaluated on the above mentioned ten different scenes. Before evaluation, the agent learned the different strategies where image j was used to learn policy π j . The learning state ended after 8000 iterations. The policy π j was evaluated on all ten different scenes. For each scene a mean value for the generated search tree nodes and a minimal value was calculated by averaging the generated search tree nodes when every network object of the expanded network was once used as start state. The minimal value corresponds to the minimal number of search tree nodes where this minimum is calculated using all network objects of the expanded network as start states. The mean and minimal value for all ten scenes were averaged. These averaged values are depicted in Figure 15 . Additionally, the agent learned a policy using all ten different overview images. Here, in each iteration the analysed overview image changed. Figure 15 reveals that for every policy π j the average of minimal search tree nodes is lower than 194. On average between 75 and 78 search tree nodes are calculated. The average of the mean number of search tree nodes lies for two policies below the number of search tree nodes generated by the user-defined strategy. This shows that the generalization capabilities for a policy is strongly dependent on the scene which was used for learning. The policy that was acquired using all ten scenes generates 224 search tree nodes on average. Therefore, the generalization capabilities of the policies increase if different scenes are used for learning as it was expected.
Besides the generalization capability the convergence is decisive if a learning method is evaluated. The convergence for the learning of policy π 1 , . . . , π 5 is shown in Figure 16 for the mean number of search tree nodes. For the first 4000 iterations the mean number of search π 3 π 4 π 5 π 6 π 7 π 8 π 9 π 10 π all Figure 15 : Number of search tree nodes generated on average for ten different policies π 1 , . . . , π 10 ; the black bars depict the average for the mean number of search tree nodes, the white bars refer to the minimal number of search tree nodes.
tree nodes are depicted for every hundred iterations, then every fivehundred iterations the mean number is considered. The mean number of search tree nodes decreases for all policies if the number of iterations increases. Using the second approach to reward the actions of the agent during the learning phase, we achieved the results shown in Figure 17 . The approach does not use any initialization, but it rewards jump actions based on priorities and a whole sequence of states and actions using the number of search tree nodes. The experiments revealed that the generalization capabilities are worse in comparison to the other reward function. As one can see from Figure 17 , the average of the mean number of search tree nodes is larger than 194 for all learned policies. Even the average of the minimal number lies below 194 for policy π 2 or π 5 . However, if all ten overview images are used, we get an average of 294 search tree nodes. This supports the expectation that the generalization capabilities increase if more data is available for learning.
Although, the results are worse than the results of the first approach this approach has more the nature of typical reinforcement learning frameworks. For example, we have to take into account that no initialization is performed. As basic experiments revealed, one can achieve fairly good results on some scenes if just the initialized Q-values are used to determine the optimal policy. However, this is not the case in general. Additionally, the second approach stopped after 2000 iterations. This is caused by the exploration factor we used during the learning phase. For the first approach we chose ǫ = 0.05 while in the second we started with ǫ = 0.7. This factor was reduced during the iterations such that is was 0.01 after 2000 iterations. 
Conclusion and Outlook
In this paper, we described a knowledge based system that is used for scene exploration. The main focus was the learning of analysis strategies on the one hand and the integration of camera actions into a semantic network on the other hand. The experiments showed the effectiveness and efficiency of the approach. In 50 office scenes which show the searched object in a highly structured background we recognized 54.3% of the objects correctly.
The evaluation of the reinforcement learning approach to acquire the analysis strategies showed that even a simple optimization criterion like the number of search tree nodes results that are comparable to a handcrafted strategie. Therefore, the time consuming procedure to define such a strategie can be replaced by the learning approach. π 3 π 4 π 5 π 6 π 7 π 8 π 9 π 10 π all Figure 17 : Number of search tree nodes generated on average for ten different policies π 1 , . . . , π 10 ; the black bars depict the average for the mean number of search tree nodes, the white bars refer to the minimal number of search tree nodes.
